Principled Resistance
Act in Love, not fear
Educate, don’t kanaka-hate
(Attack the issue, not the person)

Organize
Hālāwai Aloha ‘Āina in your community
Don’t wait for permission! Creative action now
Follow protestnaiaupuni.wordpress.com for info, analysis, forms and calls to action
Email protestnaiaupuni@gmail.com to post announcements of meetings and actions in your area

Spread the Word
Join the lāhui and disenroll
We’ve never acquiesced and we’re not about to now
Meaningful, principled nation-building takes time and always involves the people from the beginning
A corrupted process = A corrupted outcome
Analysis of Naʻi Aupuni
Potential impact on international claims
Potential impact on Hawaiian national lands
Impacts on our political future
The question of resisting “from within”

Organizing Strategies
Timeline of upcoming events
Phased outlook
Analysis needs
Pae ʻĀina Hālāwai Aloha ʻĀina

ʻAʻole! No!
Naʻi Aupuni = State/Fed Control

Agenda
Mele
Pule
Objectives
Agreements
Genealogy of Naʻi Aupuni
Community Analysis:
*Maivan Clech Lam*
*Kaleikoa Kaeo*
Timeline
Phased outlook
Breakout sessions
Report back
Next steps
Closing
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